LXT® AND LXT® X2 (36V) PORTABLE BACKPACK POWER SUPPLY

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

CONVENIENCE
Backpack utilizes four Lithium-Ion batteries to provide longer run time for LXT® and LXT® X2 tools

RUN TIME
Provides up to 2X run time with LXT® X2 (36V) products and 4X run time with LXT® 18V products

COMPATIBILITY
Connector cord compatible with 18V adapter or 18V X2 (36V) adapter

DESIGN
L.E.D. battery charge indicator allows monitoring of charge on all four batteries individually

FEATURES
- Backpack utilizes four Lithium-Ion batteries to provide longer run time for LXT® and LXT® X2 (36V) tools
- Provides up to 4X the run time when used with Makita LXT® 18V products
- Provides up to 2X the run time when used with Makita LXT® 18V X2 (36V) products
- Includes 18V X2 (36V) adapter
- Connector cord compatible with 18V adapter or 18V X2 (36V) adapter (18V adapter sold separately)
- Adjustable ergonomic harness for operator comfort
- Battery box can be detached from the harness for use as a stationary power supply
- Integrated L.E.D. battery charge level indicator allows monitoring of battery charge on all four batteries individually

SPECIFICATIONS
- Voltage: 18V
- Compatibility: 18V LXT® and 18V LXT® X2 (36V)
- Net Weight (with battery): 15 lbs.
- Dimensions (LxWxH): 15-3/4” x 7-5/8” x 5-3/16”
- Shipping Weight: 15.22 lbs.
- UPC Code: 088381-548649

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
- 18V LXT® X2 Adapter, PDC01 (191J51-5)
- Adjustable Harness Assembly, PDC01 (127347-8)
- Adapter Pouch

RELATED PRODUCTS
1. 18V LXT® Adapter, PDC01 (191J50-7)
2. 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Dual Port Charger (DC18RD)
3. 18V X2 (36V) LXT® Brushless Blower Kit with 4 Batteries (XBU02PT1)
4. 18V X2 (36V) LXT® Brushless Couple Shaft Power Head with Trimmer Attachment (XUX01ZM5)
5. 18V X2 LXT® (36V) Brushless 1-9/16” Advanced AVT® Rotary Hammer Kit, AWS™ (XRH07PTU)
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